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Pricing is a People Game: Why Data 
Alone Will Not Help Us Boost Profits 

As pricers, we are analytics people and get very excited about 
the data that we collect and analyze, only to be frustrated 
when the rest of our organization doesn’t understand our en-
thusiasm for our data analytics and resulting pricing strate-
gies. How do we take our insights and convert them into ini-
tiatives that our whole organization will support? Max Bonn is 
a specialist for Pricing and Profit Optimization with more than 
6 years of experience in his field. He is particularly focused 
on how to change commercial frontline behavior to create 
business impact. He can be reached at mbon@implement.dk.

Max Bonn

T
here is no doubt that data and an-
alytics are every bit as vital to pric-
ing as music is to a good party. 
However, I think all of us have been 

to parties where – no matter how good the 
music – people just did not start dancing. 
We argue that pricing – exactly as an in-
vitation to dance – is about the right data 
and the right conversations.

The ability to analyze numbers is one of 
our most substantial tools in price manage-
ment, and it is not our intent to challenge 
that. However, we want to raise the ques-
tion: How can we turn our insights from 
data into effective action and achieve sus-
tainable behavioral change? How can we 
make the commercial players in our organi-
zation behave in the pricers’ best interest?

Face the ugly truth: Most people 
don’t get very excited by numbers

I have a good friend named Alex who, 
like me, is very much into numbers and 
very much into football. In fact, he is a pas-
sionate professional football coach. Alex 
recently learned about a rather new dis-
cipline called people analytics and how 
professional sports teams are using this 
data-driven approach to improve their per-
formance.

Excited by the idea of combining both 
of his passions, he went to conferenc-
es, read loads of books and learned what 
there was to learn about analyzing player 
data. He started collecting data and built 
a player database. Slicing and dicing the 
data, he was able to identify several things 
that he was convinced could be improved 
and would have a positive impact on the 

team’s success. Energized by his findings, 
he went back, showed his analysis in de-
tail to the team and told them which ca-
pabilities they needed to work on to be-
come more successful. How do you think 
the team reacted?

Not only didn’t they understand what 
he was saying, but they started question-
ing his abilities to coach a football team. In 
fact, he was threatened by the club man-

agement to lose his position. But Alex was 
confident that his insights would bene-
fit the team, and luckily, he was stubborn 
enough to give it another try - only this 
time by pursuing a different approach. 
When he changed the conversations that 
he had with his players, the situation be-
gan to improve. As an example, he started 
to talk to the strikers about the importance 
for them to score more goals and how be-
coming faster on the first 10 meters could 
help them to succeed. If you are wonder-
ing what this has to do with pricing, you 
should read on.

If we keep nurturing our role as 
“number nerds” we will not succeed in 
engaging the commercial organization

Many business leaders find themselves 
in a similar situation as Alex. Research 
shows that only 33% of all change proj-
ects deliver the impact intended, and the 
main reason for that is employee resis-
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tance to change. From our many years of 
experience with commercial transforma-
tion projects, we know that this is partic-
ularly true for pricing initiatives.

As pricing professionals, we are often 
very analytically driven characters, and we 
tend to forget that we are quite different 
from most of our commercial colleagues. If 
we in pricing are the football coaches, then 
the team on the pitch is most probably the 
sales organization. Clearly, we share the 
objectives of value capturing, selling and 
boosting revenue and profit with the rest 
of the commercial organization. 

However, the way we think – and there-
fore the way we talk about value creation 
and profits – is substantially different. As 
a result, we end up speaking completely 
different languages. A pricing director of 
a global industrial company recently con-
cluded: “… we are in a war with sales – 
they just hate us.”

Although this is an extreme case, it is 
yet another good example to illustrate the 
tensions and conflicts we find in most 
commercial organizations. Most of these 
conflicts are rooted in little more than mis-
understandings based on different ways of 
talking about the same objectives. Com-
mercial organizations can release a huge 
untapped potential by resolving these 
conflicts.

Just as the striker in Alex’s football 
team, our sales people don’t care about 
our fancy analytics and pricing KPIs to 
improve. And yet they are the ones to 
act in our interest when “the ball hits the 
grass” or in this case “the price hits the 

customer.” We can only translate our in-
sights and tailor our message towards 
them if we understand what drives the 
behavior of the different roles in our com-
mercial organization.

Conversations are the key to convey-
ing our message – so we need to de-
sign them for our purpose

Thinking about how we can spread our 
new and perfectly tailored message to in-
fuse a new way of thinking around pricing 
in our organization, we come to face the 
next challenge: How can we reach our tar-
get audience? Send out a slide deck? Set 
up a training program?

There is power in conversations be-
tween commercial leaders and front-line 
people. Therefore, we are convinced that 
we can drive new behaviors in the com-
mercial front line through more focused, 
frequent and ambitious leadership inter-
actions. Knowing that these conversations 
will not happen by accident, we need to 
design them for our purpose. “Designing a 
conversation?” you might ask, “what does 
that mean?”

By designing a conversation, we mean 
to consciously select what topics to dis-
cuss and what tools to use for facilita-
tion to create energy and commitment. It 
seems obvious that 
we must define clear 
objectives that are 
aligned with the be-
havioral change we 
want to foster – and 
yet this is too often 
forgotten. If we use 
real-life examples 
from the front line to 
enforce the “why” of 
your counterpart, it 
helps them to make the connection to their 
personal pains and gains.

Few but carefully selected support-
ing tools can have an enormous impact 
on how effective the conversation is go-
ing to be. One ingredient is the right set-
up of the room and tailored visual boards 
that are designed for the target group and 
help to facilitate the conversation by show-
ing both the things to be done and the im-
pact achieved.

Finally, we need to keep the ball roll-
ing. Change is not a one-time thing. It 
must be nurtured and sustained. Hence, 
we need to define a fixed cadence for the 

interactions and follow up on the agreed 
to-dos to achieve progress.

We constantly need to remind ourselves 
of one thing. When we put all the com-
ponents of a great commercial conversa-
tion around pricing together, keep it sim-
ple! Avoid falling back into patterns of our 
analytical mind. Make sure to install a san-
ity check for this before taking off.

Just like Alex, we need to get the peo-
ple hooked on what is important for them. 
Being able to communicate how we can 
help them to reach their goals is the ul-
timate key to successfully implementing 
commercial change initiatives. 

As pricing is a discipline that is often 
misunderstood, it is even more important 
and essential for success in this field. 
When we help people with their pricing, 
we leverage the latest advances in data 
science to find the right numbers, but first 
and foremost, we install the right conver-
sations. v
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There is power in conversations between 
commercial leaders and front-line people. 
Therefore, we are convinced that we can drive 
new behaviors in the commercial front line 
through more focused, frequent and ambitious 
leadership interactions.


